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Our Design Process
● Brainstorming 

● Rough sketches for prototype

● Lo-Fi Wireframes by each us on Figma

● Discussed and combined designs and functionalities for a 
mockup

● Made the high fidelity prototype on Figma with the connections

● Usability Testing

● Re-iteration on the design based on the reviews of user testing



Problems
● Manage dropoff and pickup
● Recruit childcare providers
● Communication platform between staff and parents
● Secure so not anybody can access it
● If someone other than the parents are gonna pick the kid up, what 

would be the process for that 
● Make pick up and drop off easier at both the ends
● Help bilingual parents
● Make alerts not super scary
● Make UI simple and not overwhelming







User Testing
Feedback

-Message icon/button smaller
-Make sub text size smaller

-Overall a lot of cosmetic changes were made because 
users found they could easily navigate through the 
app without challenges.



Child care 
provider or future 
employee usage 
of the app

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1W-nmUmrc9zwW0O0T6UZgRK1rpRqGrzmK/preview


Staff usage 
of the app

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nFBX613XPcuzAJ6ZsvWW2SZc8DZRG6e3/preview


Parent usage 
of the app

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1FyMIDw0lWk9uxcZtDK1O5as2AiBXtwnC/preview


Future features
More accessibility options like text to speech, color blind options, text 
customizing, etc..

More profile descriptors 

Branding flexibility- as your brand grows and changes so can the app!

Compatible with Google or Apple calendars 

… So much more!



Outcomes
Accessible to any language

Secure so only parents and staff members can access

Clean and simple UI, less options, easy on the eyes, multi-navigational, 
extends current branding

Communication platform that notifies in and out of app in friendly tone

Automated and Manual pick up/drop off process that takes stress of 
staff and parents

Other people picking up/dropping off children have a secure and easy 
way of being included in the process



Thank you!


